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So…what is a data center?
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Before we get into it, let’s 
take a stroll down memory lane
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Remember these?
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Or how about these?
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And who could forget these?
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Well, this is what our music looks like today.
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Here’s how we access TV shows and movies.
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And how we take and share our photos.
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What is the one thing all 
these apps have in common?
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…the Data Center

Metro Edge Chicago Data Center
Illinois Medical District
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Cell Tower

Network

Data Center

The phone in your pocket
is connected to multiple 

data centers 
right now

Mobile Apps
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A data center is simply a place where 
data is processed, connected and stored.

Music Video Photos Phone calls
& voicemail

Text 
messages

Digital 
files

Financial 
transactions

Telemedicine & 
healthcare research

Email Books 
& news
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This is how much data is created every 60 seconds.
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What does a data center look like?
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Data centers come in all shapes and sizes

Suburban Location – SWITCH Campus in Las Vegas, NV
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Urban Location – Equinix NAP of the Americas in Miami, FL



OK, so where are data centers?
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There are over 8,000 data centers globally
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- Source: USITC global data center report May 2021 and Safe Graph image

Data centers are everywhere



But not all data centers are created equal

Data centers in highest demand are located next to robust fiber optic and power 
infrastructure, large population centers and in business-friendly states
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How do data centers make money?
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Data center operators make money by leasing 
or licensing power and space.
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Who are the big players?
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Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)

Large Enterprises

“Hyper-scale” Cloud Service Providers

Colocation Service Providers

Federal Government

This is a $150 billion industry
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Why would a company outsource their data center?
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There are many reasons, but here are a few…

Data centers 
are expensive

They take a long 
time to build

Data center talent 
is limited

Technology is 
constantly changing

Compliance and 
regulatory mandates
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So, what is colocation?
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Your IT gear. Someone else’s building.
It’s like a hotel for computers.
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Then what is the cloud and where is it?
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The cloud lives inside the data center
The ”Cloud” is made up of physical servers in data centers located all around the world
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User Devices



What do you look for in a data center provider?
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A low total cost of ownership
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- Assumes a company owns and maintains its own data center versus outsourcing to a colocation provider
- Confidential case study for the migration of an on-premise environment to a right-sized colocation footprint of 150kW
- Prepared by CBRE Data Center Solutions Group



Robust network connectivity
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Access to lots of power
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Thank you for letting us walk 
down memory lane and share 
our thoughts about data centers.

If you are interested in learning more about 
the IMD data center, please visit:

www.medp.io
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